
Female Pirates Quick Questions
Many years ago, women were not allowed 
on ships as they were considered to bring bad 
luck and a stormy night of sailing. However, some  
women went against these rules and wanted to 
become pirates. Two famous female pirates were 
called Anne Bonny and Mary Read. These two  
women dressed up as men and fought as pirates 
fiercely and fearlessly. In November 1720, the  
ship that Anne and Mary were on was captured  
by a pirate hunter called Captain Jonathan  
Barnet. These two women were the only people 
onboard who were brave enough to fight against 
the enemy although, sadly, they were outnumbered 
and did not win the battle. 

1. What was the name of the pirate hunter who 
captured the ship that Anne and Mary were on? 
 
 

2. Why did Anne and Mary dress up as men?  
 
 
 

3. Find and copy two adverbs to describe how Anne 
and Mary fought.    
 
 

4. Number these facts from 1 to 3 to show the order 
they appear in the text. 

The ship Anne and Mary was on was captured. 

Anne and Mary dressed as men. 

Women were not allowed onboard ships.
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AnswersFemale Pirates
Many years ago, women were not allowed 
on ships as they were considered to bring bad 
luck and a stormy night of sailing. However, some  
women went against these rules and wanted to 
become pirates. Two famous female pirates were 
called Anne Bonny and Mary Read. These two  
women dressed up as men and fought as pirates 
fiercely and fearlessly. In November 1720, the  
ship that Anne and Mary were on was captured  
by a pirate hunter called Captain Jonathan  
Barnet. These two women were the only people 
onboard who were brave enough to fight against 
the enemy although, sadly, they were outnumbered 
and did not win the battle. 

1. What was the name of the pirate hunter who 
captured the ship that Anne and Mary were on? 
Captain Jonathan Barnet. 

2. Why did Anne and Mary dress up as men?  
Accept any sensible answer linked to the text, 
e.g. Anne and Mary dressed as men so that they 
could become pirates as they knew that women 
were not allowed.

3. Find and copy two adverbs to describe how Anne 
and Mary fought.    
fiercely and fearlessly 

4. Number these facts from 1 to 3 to show the order 
they appear in the text. 

The ship Anne and Mary was on was captured. 

Anne and Mary dressed as men. 

Women were not allowed onboard ships.
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